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Hierarchical Forecasting in Python



Setting: you are the minister of 
tourism in Australia



Question: how many tourists are 
going to visit Australia?





● How should we staff the airports?

● How will the economy grow? 



Australia’s has: 7 states, 27 zones 
and 76 regions.



We need forecasts for the whole of 
Australia, for each of the states, 

territories, and regions.





Approach 1: Bottom UP





Forecast







Approach 2: Top Down



Forecast







Approach 3: forecast all series!



Forecast

Forecast

Forecast



How to forecast hundreds or 
millions of series?















Why is the national forecast 
different from the sum of all the 

states!?



Problem: the forecast at different 
levels don’t add up.





What is the optimal solution?



Forecast

Forecast

Forecast



Hierarchical Reconciliation









The summing matrix of the example can be written as:

The example’s hierarchical, aggregated and base series are: 

Notation



With the hierarchical constraints matrix and a projection matrix

Two-stage process, first a set of base forecasts                                                is created and 

then adapted into coherent forecasts

They can be expressed by:

2 Step Reconciliation Strategies

Gross, C. W., & Sohl, J. E. (1990). Disaggregation methods to expedite product line forecasting. Journal of Forecasting, 9, 233–254. Available at 
https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/abs/10.1002/for.3980090304.

https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/abs/10.1002/for.3980090304


Statistical Approach:
Minimize Variance 





MinTrace



ERM



That sounds hard. 













What about uncertainty 
quantification?



Not all errors are the same.



Ok… that sounds hard. 





Confidence Intervals with Conformal 
Prediction













Warning!
Scientists at work



Problems with classical 
approaches



Normality assumption





Univariate approach





Complex pipeline (2 steps)



Solution?



Hierarchical Mixture Networks 
(HINT)



Flexible (mixture) and efficient 
(composite likelihood) multivariate 
probability.



Expands vast collection of neural 
forecasting methods in a single 
framework.



Probabilistic Coherent Distribution

A probabilistic hierarchical coherent distribution, is a multivariate forecasting system that 
satisfies that for a set of random variables       with       with 

The marginal distributions satisfy:

Mixtures Mesh



The foundation of HINT models is the assumption that the joint distribution of a a time 
series                        is described by a Mixture distribution with the component matching 
assumption, that achieves by construction probabilistic hierarchical coherence.

Poisson Mixtures Mesh



The foundation of HINT models is the assumption that the joint distribution of a a time series                        
is described by a Mixture distribution with the component matching assumption, that achieves by 
construction probabilistic hierarchical coherence.

Gaussian Mixture Mesh



We reached the maximum 
number of allowed equations…



Naive Approach (Independence)



Informed approach 
(Correlation Groups)



Why is this cool?



Now you can do hierarchical 
forecasting with your favorite 

deep learning model



Ok… but this time it must be 
hard…







Let’s fit a hierarchical coherent 
LSTM with a PMM













Let’s include a hierarchical 
coherent NHiTS with a GMM









Wrap Up





Show some love
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